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With his unique, no-nonsense, no-filler approach to getting maximum nutrition and without sacrificing on the great taste that only
smoothies can provide, Lars Andersen provides you with everything you need to have a tasty, varied, power-packed smoothie that
is ready in moments. Tailored to your specific needs: Unlike other books which stop at simply providing a list of smoothie recipes,
Lars includes the nutritional information and specifies when and why you should enjoy each smoothie - whether it be pre-or-post
training. One size rarely fits all and Lars eliminates the guesswork for you. In this Book sports nutrition guru Lars Andersen
provides shows you delicious ways to: Run Significantly Further, Faster and Longer for Improved Race Times Build Muscle and
Tone Up Dramatically Save Time and Money whilst Supporting optimal Performance Dramatically Reduce Muscle Fatigue, Joint
Pain and Recovery Time Beat plateaus and achieve new levels of fitness Feel fresh and energized all day, every day
Tracy Bonham is one of the new breed of female alternative rockers in the Alanis Morissette vein. This features 12 songs from her
album.
Commissioned to paint a vast canvas celebrating the triumphant Battle of Lepanto, the free-spirited Galactia creates instead a
breathtaking scene of war-torn carnage. In her fierce determination to stay true to herself, she alienates the authorities and faces
incarceration. Her younger lover Carpeta is approached to take over and seizes the assignment for himself. Howard Barker's
Scenes from an Execution makes sixteenth-century Venice the setting for a fearless exploration of sexual politics and the timeless
tension between personal ambition and moral responsibility, between the patron's demands and the artist's autonomy. Art is
opinion, and opinion is the source of all authority. This edition includes a new essay by Howard Barker, entitled The Sunless
Garden of the Unconsolled: Some Destinations Beyond Catastrophe
ADOBE DREAMWEAVER CREATIVE CLOUDTM: COMPREHENSIVE, 1st Edition has been fully revised to meet Adobe’s most
recent Creative Cloud updates. Coverage of the newest Dreamweaver functions and tools will help you maximize your potential
with the Dreamweaver software and familiarize yourself with the Creative Cloud. ADOBE DREAMWEAVER CREATIVE
CLOUDTM: COMPREHENSIVE, 1st Edition follows the Shelly Cashman Series proven step-by-step, screen-by-screen approach
to teaching the Adobe Dreamweaver software. The pedagogy of this text has been enhanced to reflect the learning styles of
today’s students. Readers will easily follow along with the chapters in the text to gain valuable and comprehensive software skills
to build their own exciting and dynamic Web sites and develop Internet applications. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Feeling nervous is uncomfortable, but it can mean that you're about to do something really really brave! Talking about feelings
teaches children that it is normal to feel sad, or angry, or scared at times. With greater tolerance of painful feelings, children
become free to enjoy their world, to feel secure in their abilities, and to be happy.
German history films that focus on utopianism and political dissent and their effect on German identity since 1989.
With this publication, WIPO and the author aim at making available for judges, lawyers and law enforcement officials a valuable
tool for the handling of intellectual property cases. To that effect, the case book uses carefully selected court decisions drawn from
various countries with either civil or common law traditions. The extracts from the decisions and accompanying comments illustrate
the different areas of intellectual property law, with an emphasis on matters that typically arise in connection with the enforcement
of intellectual property rights in civil as well as criminal proceedings.
This detailed book systematically investigates subsurface geological fractures using rock mechanics, geology, and geophysics.
Based on geological fracture mechanisms and fracture boundary conditions, it presents new finite-difference equations for the
simulation of seismic wave responses to geological fractures, and proposes innovative AVO inversion equations for the accurate
estimation of the rock properties of the fractured medium. It employs schematics, snapshots, color images and charts to
demonstrate the mechanical characteristics of the fractures, the seismic wave-field response to the fractures, the seismic data
attributes of the fractures and the rock properties of the fractures obtained via inversion. It provides a new methodology for
enhancing geological fracture detection technology and for the accurate delineation of fractured reservoirs that ultimately benefits
reservoir and mining engineers, geologists and geophysicists in terms of optimizing reservoir recovery, well performance and
mining safety.
A retired detective is getting ready to go up into his attic to retrieve the Christmas tree that he had been decorating for the last eighteen years.
Before he could do that, his partner from homicide, also retired, called him to see if he was willing to go out to a tree farm to cut down a live
tree for Christmas. Against his better judgment, he agreed to do that. Before the day was over a corpse was discovered under a Christmas
tree and the two detectives had to go back to work to bring a murderer to justice. Like all the other books in this whodunit series, the book is
full of twists and turns and humorous moments.
Feeling disappointed is your brain realising how things really are... NOT how you wished they were. What do you do when your child feels
disappointed

Learn how to take professional-quality photographs using the same tricks today’s top photographers use (surprisingly, it’s easier
than you’d think)!
This is a completely, totally updated version of the #1 best-selling digital photography book of all time! It’s the award winning, worldwide
smash hit, written by Scott Kelby, that’s been translated into dozens of different languages.
Here’s how Scott describes this book’s brilliant premise: “If you and I were out on a shoot, and you asked me, ‘Hey, how do I get this flower
to be in focus, with the background out of focus?,’ I wouldn’t stand there and give you a photography lecture. In real life, I’d just say, ‘Put
on your zoom lens, set your f-stop to f/2.8, focus on the flower, and fire away.’ That’s what this book is all about: you and I out shooting
where I answer questions, give you advice, and share the secrets I’ve learned just like I would with a friend—without all the technical
explanations and techie photo speak.”
This isn’t a book of theory—full of confusing jargon and detailed concepts. This is a book on which button to push, which setting to use, and
when to use it. With over 200 of the most closely guarded photographic “tricks of the trade,” this book gets you shooting dramatically betterlooking, sharper, more colorful, more professional-looking photos every time.
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Each page covers a single concept that makes your photography better. Every time you turn the page, you’ll learn another pro setting, tool,
or trick to transform your work from snapshots into gallery prints. If you’re tired of taking shots that look “okay,” and if you’re tired of looking
in photography magazines and thinking, “Why don’t my shots look like that?” then this is the book for you.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter 1: Pro Tips for Getting Sharp Photos
Chapter 2: The Scoop on Lenses
Chapter 3: Shooting Landscapes Like a Pro
Chapter 4: Shooting Travel Like a Pro
Chapter 5: Making Portraits Like a Pro
Chapter 6: Making Portraits with Flash Like a Pro
Chapter 7: Shooting Weddings Like a Pro
Chapter 8: Shooting Sports Like a Pro
Chapter 9: Shooting Other Stuff Like a Pro
Chapter 10: Pro Tips for Getting Better Photos
Chapter 11: How to Print Like a Pro
Chapter 12: Photo Recipes to Help You Get the Shot
How many times can one person be told "you've got six months to live."? What would you do if you were considered a "walking dead and not
viable" after being diagnosed with a chronic illness? "Six Months of Grace" explores one man's struggle after a diagnosis of Chronic
Sarcoidosis. This seemingly hopeless situation is taken in stride and countered with dignity, courage and life affirming techniques. Read on
and discover how six months can seem like a lifetime.
Does life ever get more stressful than around holiday time? Rest easy... "Woman's Day magazine comes to your rescue, simplifying your life
by doing the thinking ahead of time. Although we can't take care of your gift buying and travel plans, your famished family and guests are in
the best of hands. "Celebrate! offers complete menus for Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter wit recipes and treats for those more
lighthearted festivities like Halloween and Valentine's Day. No more struggles to come up with the perfect combination of dishes for that justright, memorable meal, now "Celebrate! is here to guide you every step of the way. With recipes that prove successful from the first bite to the
very last, "Celebrate! is your stress-free guide for complete and delicious holiday feasts.
This book aims to demonstrate how forensic psychology contributes to police investigations, providing practical information about the type of
reports provided by psychologists and behavioural advisors, and set within a broader theoretical context. It asks the question 'What do
practitioners actually do when they provide advice for the police and the courts and how do they do it?' The contributors to the book are all
experts in the field of offender profiling and behavioural investigative advice. The chapters provide valuable insights into particular case
details, the ethical and legal consequences of advice, coverage of the relevant theoretical context, explanations for conclusions drawn,
practical difficulties in preparing reports, potential pitfalls, and an account of how cases are resolved.
This reader remains the only major new reader of Old English prose and verse in the past forty years. The second edition is extensively
revised throughout, with the addition of a new 'Beginning Old English' section for newcomers to the Old English language, along with a new
extract from Beowulf. The fifty-seven individual texts include established favourites such as The Battle of Maldon and Wulfstan's Sermon of
the Wolf, as well as others not otherwise readily available, such as an extract from Apollonius of Tyre. Modern English glosses for every
prose-passage and poem are provided on the same page as the text, along with extensive notes. A succinct reference grammar is appended,
along with guides to pronunciation and to grammatical terminology. A comprehensive glossary lists and analyses all the Old English words
that occur in the book. Headnotes to each of the six text sections, and to every individual text, establish their literary and historical contexts,
and illustrate the rich cultural variety of Anglo-Saxon England. This second edition is an accessible and scholarly introduction to Old English.
Life Magazine presents The World's Most Haunted Places.
George Stevens was the first to know - months before Frank D. Gilroy had even an inkling. As they scouted locations for The Only Game in
Town in 1968, Stevens repeatedly handed Gilroy his viewfinder to consider possible scenes. Asked to explain why he was so insistent on this
procedure, Stevens answered with certainty, "You're going to direct some day". Gilroy recalled Stevens' words two years later when, unhappy
with the limited role of screenwriter, he optioned Desperate Characters by Paula Fox, determined not only to adapt her novel for the screen
but to direct the film. Fortunately for film buffs, film historians, film students, and prospective independent film producers, Gilroy is a
compulsive diarist who wrote I Wake Up Screening! while he made four independent feature films - each accorded three stars in Leonard
Maltin's TV Movies and Video Guide - for a total investment of two million dollars (for all four films!). These intimate logs of the making of
Desperate Characters, Once in Paris, The Gig, and The Luckiest Man in the World show clearly that a film school that doesn't include in its
curriculum discussions of negotiating with the Teamsters and of raising money by independent producers is leaving out vital parts of the filmmaking process. Because Gilroy wrote the scripts, raised the money, assembled the production team, directed, opened each of the four films,
and even ventured into the murky world of distribution, I Wake Up Screening! is a vast repository of information about film making in general
and independent film making in particular. It is not recommended for anyone who wishes to preserve a fairy-tale notion about feature film
making. When Gilroy first consideredpublishing these logs, his wife encouraged him. "Do it", she said. "If it stops one person from following in
your footsteps it will be worthwhile".
This monograph is a revised version of Malte Helmert's doctoral thesis, Solving Planning Tasks in Theory and Practice, written under the
supervision of Professor Bernhard Nebel at Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg, Germany, in 2006. The book contains an exhaustive
analysis of the computational complexity of the benchmark problems that have been used in the past decade. Not only that, but it also
provides an in-depth analysis of so-called routing and transportation problems.
In the first book in bestselling author Lisa Regan's new series, a one-night stand sets a detective on the trail of a terrifying unsolved crime.
With his career on thin ice and fresh ink on his divorce papers, Sacramento PD Detective Connor Parks goes searching for solace at the
bottom of a bottle...and winds up in the arms of a beautiful woman. By morning she's gone, and the one clue she left behind sends Connor on
a desperate mission to unravel a decade-old mystery--her abduction. Presumed dead for the last ten years, Claire Fletcher has been living
her life as "Lynn," a woman in the terrifying grip of her captor. After her unforgettable night with Connor, Claire clings to the hope that she'll
see him again, that he'll follow her into the dark. But anyone who gets close to Claire has a way of turning up dead...and she's unwittingly
made Connor next on the list. Before long, it becomes disturbingly clear: finding Claire Fletcher isn't just going to be dangerous--it could be
deadly. Revised edition: This edition of Finding Claire Fletcher includes editorial revisions.
This handbook presents various concepts for EU privacy and data protection law in a comprehensive manner, providing analysis of existing
and practical advice on how to approach data policy compliance.
There's nothing more appealing than a freshly baked batch of cookies cooling on a rack, and the sweet, sugary smells that fill the kitchen.
Since 2005, 500 Cookies has been the go-to cookie book for thousands of home cooks. Now a second edition, with more than 170 new
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recipes plus a new chapter on Indulgent Cookies, will carry on the tradition. Here is everything you need to know including an invaluable
introduction to all the basic cookie-making techniques, followed by 500 clear and easy-to-follow recipes. Recipes gathered from around the
world include family favorites as well as new delicacies. 500 Cookies is the go-to book for both expert and novice cookie bakers everywhere.
Cases in Leadership, Third Edition is a unique collection of 32 real-world leadership cases from Ivey Publishing plus 16 practitioner readings
from the Ivey Business Journal. The updated casebook helps business students gain a better understanding of leadership and enables them
to be more effective leaders through their careers. Each of the selected cases are about complex leadership issues that require the attention
of the decision maker. This casebook provides an invaluable supplement to any standard leadership text by connecting theory to actual
cases. However, it has been organized to work especially well in conjunction with the Sixth Edition of Peter Northouse’s Leadership: Theory
and Practice.
Curvaceous, friendly and wholesome-looking, Playboy pinup Betty Page was the perfect complement to the still-innocent fantasies of young
men during the Eisenhower years. Betty Page Confidential includes a biography of the reclusive goddess, an official Betty Page trivia quiz
and 100 photos. Betty Page Confidential is the ultimate book on this 1950s icon.
Seven years have passed since Mordecai’s battle with the Shining God, Celior, and since that time his control of his abilities has vastly
improved. He has at last envisioned a use for the ‘God-Stone’,but the gods want vengeance and now seek to destroy everything he has
built. The secrets of the past threaten the futureof his kingdom, his family, and perhaps humanity itself, unless Mordecai can discover the
meaning of ‘Illeniel’s Doom’. How far will a desperate wizard go to protect his children… or will his efforts merely damn them all?

"Who knew that a who-dun-it would not only keep you guessing—but have you laughing! Deborah Sharp is the new Edna
Buchanan."—Hoda Kotb, co-anchor of NBC's Today show Meet Mama: a true Southern woman with impeccable manners,
sherbet-colored pantsuits, and four prior husbands, able to serve sweet tea and sidestep alligator attacks with equal
aplomb. Mama's antics—especially her penchant for finding trouble — drive her daughters Mace, Maddie, and Marty to
distraction. One night, while settling in to look for ex-beaus on COPS, Mace gets a frantic call from her mother. This time,
the trouble is real: Mama found a body in the trunk of her turquoise convertible and the police think she's the killer. It
doesn't help that the handsome detective assigned to the case seems determined to prove Mama's guilt or that the
cowboy who broke Mace's heart shows up at the local Booze & 'n' Breeze in the midst of the investigation. Before their
mama lands in prison—just like an embarrassing lyric from a country-western song—Mace and her sisters must find the
real culprit. TV APPEARANCES NBC's Today Show from November 4, 2008 Mayor's Book Talk" from January 14, 2009
NBC6 "South Florida Today" from July 17, 2009 NBC's Today Show from August 4, 2009 Praise: "Mama Does Time is a
humorous, touching reflection on familial love and politics."—Mystery Scene Magazine "With a strong, funny heroine,
colorful characters, and a look at a part of Florida the tourists rarely see, Deborah Sharp has an engaging new series.
Make sure Mama Does Time does time on your bookshelf."—Elaine Viets, author of Clubbed to Death: a Dead-End Job
Mystery "Not since the late Anne George has there been such laugh-out-loud Southern fried fun. Deborah Sharp's Mama
Does Time is a hilarious page turner with crisp and intelligent writing."—Sue Ann Jaffarian, author of the Odelia Grey
Mystery series "Deborah Sharp's witty way with words makes Mama Does Time as much fun as a down-home visit with
your quirky Florida cousins."—Nancy Martin, author of the Blackbird Sisters Mysteries "Colorful characters and a segment
of Florida seldom seen by tourists evoke a Southern Sisters feeling in this very well written Southern fried epic...A
winner."—BookBitch.com "The author's surname—Sharp—is an apt adjective to describe her writing. Her characters crackle
off the page."—Cozy Library "Deborah Sharp has an eye for character...She's funny, perceptive, and entertaining. What
more can a cozy reader ask for?"—Reviewing the Evidence "Newcomer Deborah Sharp will knock your socks off with this
clever cozy mystery."—Fresh Fiction
As Fred the Mermaid tries to fit in with her own kind, she finds herself hooked on both Artur, the High Prince of the
undersea realm, and Thomas, a hunky marine biologist. She's also caught between two factions of merfolk: those happy
with swimming under the radar-and those who want to bring their existence to the surface.
You know what happens when bad boys get what they wish for? Everything. . . New York Times Bestselling Author Lori
Foster Playing Doctor Attitude makes a huge difference in bed. It could be Axel Dean's motto. The sexy physician likes
his women with sensual moxie, and Libby Preston definitely seems to fit that bill. There's that naughty grin. That hot bod.
Her eager kisses and cheeky insults. Her. . .admitted virginity. Whoa. Okay, cue cold shower. Axel may not be an
honorable man, but he has his limits. Except Libby won't take no for an answer. She's determined to have someone show
her what she's been missing, and suddenly, Axel can't bear to think of Libby playing doctor with anyone else. . . USA
Today Bestselling Author Erin McCarthy The Lady of the Lake Pro baseball player Dylan Diaz is pretty sure he's going to
hell. When you rescue a drowning woman from a lake your first thought should be, "Are you okay?" not, "Can I make
mad, passionate love to you?" But the minute sputtering kindergarten teacher Violet Caruthers is on Dylan's boat, that's
all he can think about. Maybe it's the potent combo of a nun's personality inside a stripper's body. Maybe it's the way she
drives him crazy with desire and laughter. Or maybe, Dylan's finally found what's been missing in his life, and he's not
about to let go. . .
Tiffany Field, world renowned infant development scholar, writes an engaging and comprehensive book that collects and
reviews the latest findings in the field, exploring cutting edge research and contemporary theories about infant
development. An engaging and accessible book that integrates research, theory, and real life experiences and practices
to provide a closer look at how infancy research is conducted. Features illustrative photos and data graphs covering
research from recent years. Draws on recent advances in neuroscience to examine the progress made in the areas of
prenatal and cognitive development.
Cases in LeadershipSAGE
This book covers the free Linux distribution titled Ubuntu, a direct descendant of Debian, one of the oldest and most
revered Linux distributions. It is intended for anyone who needs guidance in using Ubuntu, but generally is geared toward
intermediate to advanced users. The book includes sections on installation and configuration, system administration, and
programming and housekeeping. It also includes a reference section. The book focuses primarily on Intel- based PC
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platforms. An Ubuntu CD is enclosed in the book.
Spanning fifteen years of travel, beginning when she is a sophomore in college, Wanderlust documents Elisabeth
Eaves’s insatiable hunger for the rush of the unfamiliar and the experience of encountering new people and cultures.
Young and independent, she crisscrosses five continents and chases the exotic, both in culture and in romance. In the
jungles of Papua New Guinea, she loses herself—literally—to an Australian tour guide; in Cairo, she reconnects with her
high school sweetheart, only to discover the beginning of a pattern that will characterize her life over the long-term: while
long-distance relationships work well for her, traditional relationships do not. Wanderlust, however, is more than a
chronological conquest of men and countries: at its core, it’s a journey of self-discovery. In the course of her travels,
Eaves finds herself and the sense of home she’s been lacking since childhood—and she sheds light on a growing culture
of young women who have the freedom and inclination to define their own, increasingly global, lifestyles, unfettered by
traditional roles and conventions of past generations of women.
This book contains a selection of higher quality and reviewed papers of the 15th Portuguese Conference on Artificial
Intelligence, EPIA 2011, held in Lisbon, Portugal, in October 2011. The 50 revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from a total of 203 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on affective
computing, ambient intelligence environments, artificial intelligence methodologies for games, artificial intelligence in
transportation systems, artificial life evolutionary algorithms, computational logic with applications, general artificial
intelligence, intelligent robotics, knowledge discovery and business intelligence, multi-agent systems: theory and
applications, social simulation and modeling, text mining and applications, and doctoral symposium on artificial
intelligence.
"Drawing together information from ethnohistoric records and data from one of the largest excavations in Alabama's history (the Fusihatchee
Project), Cameron B. Wesson reexamines changes in early Creek culture from before and after contact with Europeans, beginning in the
sixteenth century. Casting the household as a multifaceted cultural institution, he contends that important social, economic, and political
transformations occurred during this time - changes that redefined the relationship between Creek households and authority. As avenues for
exchange with outsiders broadened and diversified, prestige trade goods usually associated with Creek elites became increasingly available
to individual households, so that contact with Europeans contributed to empowerment for Creek households and a weakening of traditional
chiefly authority.".
A coverage of the Transputer Development System (TDS), an integrated programming environment which facilitates the programmming of
transputer networks in OCCAM. The book explains transputer architecture and the OCCAM programming model and incorporates a TDS
user guide and reference manual.
Third Sister in the Tao family, Ailin has watched her two older sisters go through the painful process of having their feet bound. In China in
1911, all the women of good families follow this ancient tradition. But Ailin loves to run away from her governess and play games with her
male cousins. Knowing she will never run again once her feet are bound, Ailin rebels and refuses to follow this torturous tradition. As a result,
however, the family of her intended husband breaks their marriage agreement. And as she enters adolescence, Ailin finds that her family is
no longer willing to support her. Chinese society leaves few options for a single woman of good family, but with a bold conviction and an
indomitable spirit, Ailin is determined to forge her own destiny. Her story is a tribute to all those women whose courage created new options
for the generations who came after them.
Serious digital photographers, amateur or pro, who seek the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Photoshop Lightroom
5 choose Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 5 Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe Press. The 11 project-based lessons
in this book show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working in Photoshop Lightroom 5. And brand-new to this edition is a
showcase of extraordinary images by working professional photographers that provides the perfect inspiration. Photoshop Lightroom 5
delivers a complete workflow solution for the digital photographer, from powerful one-click adjustments to a full range of cutting-edge
advanced controls. Readers learn how to manage large volumes of digital photographs, work in a non-destructive environment to allow for
fearless experimentation, and perform sophisticated image processing tasks to easily produce good-looking pictures and polished
presentations for both web and print. This completely revised Photoshop Lightroom 5 edition explains how to fix tilted images and unwanted
flaws in one step, and how to create off-center and multiple vignettes within a single image. Learn how to utilize new Smart Previews so you
can work on images without bringing your entire library with you. You’ll also learn how to combine still images, video clips, and music into
video slide shows that can be viewed on almost any device.
There are reasons we fear the night. He STILL isn't one of them. Bill Ryder, the trash-talking geek from Bill the Vampire, is back and about to
find himself in a whole new world of side-splitting insanity. One of the most powerful vampires on the planet wants Bill's head. A crazed
immortal princess wants the rest of him. It's a toss-up which fate is worse. All the while, new and powerful forces have begun to emerge from
the shadows around him. Are they friend or foe? Knowing his luck, do you even have to ask? Bill's only hope for survival is to marshal his
friends, master his powers, and somehow prove that, in a world of supernatural terrors, he's the scariest dead thing of them all.
Adobe Photoshop Lightroom was designed from the ground up with digital photographers in mind, offering powerful editing features in a
streamlined interface that lets photographers import, sort, and organize images. In this completely updated bestseller, author Martin Evening
describes features in Lightroom 5 in detail from a photographer’s perspective. As an established commercial and fashion photographer,
Martin knows firsthand what photographers need for an efficient workflow. He has been working with Lightroom from the beginning,
monitoring the product’s development and providing valued feedback to Adobe. As a result, Martin knows the software inside and out, from
image selection to image editing and image management. In this book he’ll teach you how to: Work efficiently with images shot in raw or
JPEG formats Import photographs with ease and sort them according to your workflow Create and manage a personal image and video
library Quickly apply tonal adjustments to multiple images Integrate Lightroom with Adobe Photoshop Export images for print or Web as
digital contact sheets or personal portfolios Make the most of new features in Lightroom 5, such as extended spot removal, Upright™
corrections, and Smart Previews Photographers will find Lightroom 5—and The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 5 Book—indispensable tools in
their digital darkrooms. “With Martin’s expert guidance, you’ll soon find that you have precisely the tools you need to turn your concentration
back where it belongs—on making better pictures!” —George Jardine, digital photography consultant “As a photographer himself, Martin
Evening knows what tools photographers need to realize their creative vision. In this book, he shows not only how Adobe Photoshop
Lightroom works but also why it will become an essential part of any photographer’s workflow.” —Greg Gorman, photographer
Based on the successful Baby Owner's Manual, The Baby Owner's Maintenance Log presents a refreshing alternative to traditional sugarsweet baby journals. Hip parents can record all major milestones and measurements in these pages, including the arrival of the unit, fuel
preferences and speech activation. Spiral binding, hilarious illustrations and a bound-in envelope for keepsakes make this guided journal a
great shower gift.
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